T he evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis allowed life to colonize vast new ecological niches, but at the same time exposed its hosts to new perils. This is because, although light is a powerful and abundant energy source, it is also a dangerous one. Photosynthesis not only generates highly reactive intermediates (chlorophyll triplets and highly reducing electron transfer intermediates), but also produces the molecular oxygen with which these intermediates can interact to produce toxic reactive oxygen species.
To deal with the Promethean consequences of harvesting light, phototrophs have evolved a photonic "smart grid" that balances the delivery of light energy to its two photosystems-photosystem I (PSI) and photosystem II (PSII)-to prevent overexcitation and subsequent production of reactive oxygen species. Like humanengineered electrical systems, the photonic smart grid can regulate energy transfer at several levels. Unlike its engineered counterparts that have controllable power plants, phototrophs cannot down-regulate the sun. Instead, when light capture exceeds the capacity of the system to process it, it must be dissipated or rerouted to avoid photodamage. Chloroplasts deal with this problem by adjusting the properties of the photosynthetic antennae under photodamaging conditions. One of the adjustments is the so-called q E response, which is activated by acidification of the thylakoid lumen, causing photosynthetic antennae to dump excitation energy harmlessly as heat, but at the cost of energy loss (1 
Iwai et al. have observed LHCII dissociation from PSII in vivo.
A related phenomenon (also called state transition) occurs in cyanobacteria, but involves migration of the membraneassociated light-harvesting phycobilisomes (6). Some, but not all, detached LHCII associate with photosystem I in state II (7, 8) . This transfer of LHCII may act to balance the excitation of the two photosystems and to ensure that their relative redox states are optimized (9) . Transfer of light energy to photosystem I may also serve a photoprotective role because the oxidized primary electron donor of photosystem I, P 700 + , accumulates at high light and is an effective quencher of light energy from associated antenna complexes (10, 11) .
Other Roles for State Transitions
But what happens to the LHCII complexes that dissociate from PSII but do not associate with PSI? In the absence of active reaction centers, one might expect excitons in detached LHCII complexes to be long-lived and thus have a higher chance of interacting with oxygen, leading to photodamage. Iwai et al. (3) have observed LHCII dissociation from PSII in vivo in the green alga Chlamydomonas, using sensitive, high-resolution fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy. They see a characteristic fluorescence decay lifetime under state II conditions that reflects LHCII disassociated from photosystem I or II. In single-cell images under state II conditions, this characteristic lifetime appears to "spread" and form large aggregates ("spotted areas" in ref.
3). Interestingly, captured light energy (in the form of excitons) decays more rapidly in these aggregates than in free LHCII, implying the activation of a process that dissipates excitation energy. This work suggests that the aggregation accompanying the state transition can act as a primary photoprotective mechanism.
Detached LHCII complexes could also occur during development when new complexes are assembled in thylakoids or during repair of PSII centers when LHCII complexes may be stripped from damaged PSII centers (12) . The system suggested by Iwai et al. (3) offers a unified mechanism to address all these cases: any free LHCII may simply aggregate and self-quench.
The Fail-Safe Mechanisms of the Light Harvesting Apparatus There are also intriguing parallels with other quenching mechanisms. Largescale LHCII conformational changes have also been proposed to play a role in the q E response, which responds to the acidity of the thylakoid lumen (e.g., ref. 13 ). In vitro, LHCII crystallized in some crystal forms or crowded in detergent micelles (16) is also "quenched" (14, 15) with properties similar to those in the Iwai et al. (3) aggregates. Therefore, although the detailed mechanism of the quenching processes may differ, conformational changes appear as a common feature in all these processes. It is tempting to speculate that chloroplasts have evolved fail-safe mechanisms in which LHCII that is not in a specific state (i.e., that seen when associated with PSI or PSII centers) is switched (by aggregation or conformational changes) to a default quenched mode. In this way, several different stimuli can result in similar down-regulation of the photonic smart grid. Analysis of the previously undescribed quenched aggregates should help determine the relative roles and mechanisms of these different quenching mechanisms.
